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Overview
Google welcomes the oppo unity to provide comments in response to the National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Request for Information (RFI) on the
A i cial Intelligence Risk Management Framework (AI RMF or Framework).
We have long-championed AI technology. Our company is at the forefront of AI
development, and we have seen rsthand how AI can enable massive increases in
pe ormance and functionality. AI has the potential to deliver great bene ts for
economies and society —from improving energy e ciency and more accurately
detecting disease, to increasing the productivity of businesses of all sizes. Harnessed
appropriately, AI can also suppo more fair, safe, inclusive, and informed
decision-making.
Google is optimistic about the incredible potential for AI and other advanced
technologies to empower people, widely bene t current and future generations, and
work for the common good. With that said, we recognize that these innovative
technologies also raise impo ant questions and challenges that will need to be
addressed clearly, though ully, and a rmatively for the AI ecosystem to thrive.
As one of the leaders in the eld, we acknowledge that Google has an obligation to
develop and apply AI though ully and responsibly, and to suppo others to do the
same. This is pa of the reason that in 2018 we published our own AI Principles to help
guide our ethical development and use of AI.1
We believe that self- and co-regulatory approaches remain the most e ective and
practical way to prevent and address a number of AI-related problems within the
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boundaries already set by sector-speci c regulation. By relying on expe ise from a
wide variety of industry and civil society perspectives, these frameworks can remain
exible and nimble in a way that static regulation cannot, evolving over time as the
technologies innovate and change.
Google suppo s NIST’s approach and goals for developing the AI RMF and agrees with
the principles and a ributes identi ed in the RFI. Our responses to each of NIST’s
speci c requests for information are provided below.
Response to RFI
1. The greatest challenges in improving how AI actors manage AI-related
risks—where “manage” means identify, assess, prioritize, respond to, or
communicate those risks.
Our understanding of AI technology— as well as its bene ts, potential risks, and
available mitigation options—is constantly evolving. Given the immense range of AI
applications across a diverse set of sectors, the risks and impacts of AI technology can
also vary signi cantly by application. There are few widely accepted metrics or
benchmarks for measuring and comparing the bene ts and risks of AI systems, and
even when risks can be identi ed and measured, they can rarely be completely
eliminated.
One of the biggest challenges in improving how AI actors manage AI-related risks is
nding the right balance between pu ing in place established guidelines and
responsible practices that govern the development and use of the AI technology, while
still allowing the signi cant exibility necessary to adapt to evolving scenarios and
generate creative solutions.
The Framework must consider the social and economic context in which AI systems
are deployed and focus on risks that can be e ectively estimated and mitigated.
Notably, it may be that some AI applications considered “high-risk” are also “high
value” to society. For instance, AI has tremendous potential to advance health care,
including new tools to identify, prevent, and treat serious disease, and it must be held
to extremely high standards of safety, reliability, and fairness.
It is also impo ant to acknowledge the oppo unity costs of not using AI in a speci c
situation, or of intentionally developing AI without pa icular capabilities. The risks and
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bene ts of AI systems should be weighed against existing (non AI) approaches,
including human judgement. If an impe ect AI system is shown to pe orm be er than
the status quo at a crucial life-saving task, for example, it may be irresponsible to not
use the AI system. Where the alternative of not using AI poses greater risk than the risk
posed by deploying an AI system, AI actors should continue to be suppo ed for AI’s
net bene cial use.
Together, industry, academia, and civil society, along with others, will play a critical role
in providing balanced, fact-based analyses of the oppo unities and challenges
presented by AI, re ecting views across diverse disciplines, perspectives, and walks of
life. Although there remain plenty of questions and challenges related to AI and
managing risk, given its remarkable promise across society, our biggest risk would be
not encouraging the responsible use of AI to help us address some of the world’s
greatest challenges.
2. How organizations currently de ne and manage characteristics of AI
trustwo hiness and whether there are impo ant characteristics which
should be considered in the Framework besides: Accuracy, explainability
and interpretability, reliability, privacy, robustness, safety, security
(resilience), and mitigation of harmful bias, or harmful outcomes from
misuse of the AI.
Google agrees that public trust is best achieved if AI technology is developed
responsibly and transparently, and suppo s NIST’s aim of cultivating public trust in AI
throughout the design, development, use, and evaluation lifecycle. Our AI Principles
(discussed fu her in the response to request 3 below) outline seven characteristics
that are instilled in allour AI projects, as well as four applications that we will never
pursue.2 We have also developed tools, techniques, and infrastructure to enable AI
developers inside and outside Google to implement our Principles.3
Trust in AI systems only pa ially re ects the prope ies of the systems themselves.
Brand trust, media coverage, and fears related to job disruptions also play a signi cant
role in establishing public con dence and trust in AI.
The potential bene ts of AI technology cannot be fully realized if its development is
held back by unfounded fears and misunderstandings. Google therefore encourages
2
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the building of a Framework that will help create trust and guide responsible
development and use of this widely applicable technology.
3. How organizations currently de ne and manage principles of AI
trustwo hiness and whether there are impo ant principles which should
be considered in the Framework besides: Transparency, fairness, and
accountability.
Responsible development of AI presents new challenges and critical questions for us
all. In 2018, we published our own AI Principles to help guide our ethical development
and use of AI, and we also established internal review processes to help us mitigate
unfair bias, test rigorously for safety, and design with privacy top of mind.4 Our
principles also specify areas where we will not design or deploy AI, such as to suppo
mass surveillance or violate human rights.5
Speci cally, in addition to principles of transparency, fairness, and accountability,
Google’s AI principles include:
● Social bene t: The use and development of AI technology should be pursued
where the overall bene ts of the technology (social and economic) substantially
outweigh any foreseeable risks and drawbacks.
● Safety and security: Strong safety and security practices should be
incorporated into AI development and use, and AI actors should seek to avoid
unintended results or misuse or abuse that creates risks of harm.
● Privacy: AI actors should incorporate privacy principles into the development
and use of AI technology. Such privacy principles include oppo unity for notice
and consent, architectures with privacy safeguards, and providing appropriate
transparency and control over the use of data.
● Scienti c excellence: The highest standards of scienti c excellence should be
used as AI technology is researched and developed. Scienti cally rigorous and
multidisciplinary approaches are encouraged for AI research. Google also
upholds this standard by publishing educational materials, best practices, and
research so others can develop useful, though ul, and responsible AI
applications.6
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● Access and availability: AI technology has transformative potential for the
common good. To that end, access to AI technology and research should be
democratized, rather than reserved for those with the most resources.
Regulators can encourage public access by providing government data sets
(scrubbed and anonymized) to help suppo the design, development, and
operation of AI applications. We suppo e o s by Governments to increase
access by funding AI research and educational e o s. To this end, Google is
doing its pa to safely share open data7 and provide funding to those who seek
to create uses of AI for social good.8
We also recognize that NIST has existing frameworks and standards that address some
of these themes, for example NIST’s privacy9 and cybersecurity10 frameworks. Rather
than reinventing the wheel or risking creating redundant or con icting approaches, it
could instead be bene cial to reference existing standards and frameworks in the AI
RMF and a iculate how these frameworks can be used together to holistically manage
risk.
4. The extent to which AI risks are incorporated into di erent organizations'
overarching enterprise risk management—including, but not limited to, the
management of risks related to cybersecurity, privacy, and safety.
AI risks do not exist in a vacuum. With that said, integrating AI into existing risk
management processes is typically a complex, iterative process of experimentation,
research, model training and retraining, testing and validation, and redevelopment.
At Google, our dedicated AI Principles review processes complement our existing
internal governance processes, including privacy, security, and quality assurance.11 Our
approach involves combining embedded processes from across our product areas,
and operationalizing our AI Principles is challenging work. Speci cally, we have a
central, dedicated team that reviews proposals for AI research and applications for
alignment with our principles. The review process is iterative, and we continue to re ne
and improve our assessments as advanced technologies emerge and evolve. The team
also consults with internal expe s in machine-learning, fairness, security, privacy,
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human rights, and other areas. We believe that our cross-disciplinary approach brings
a deep understanding of speci c technologies, use cases, and user bases.
5. Standards, frameworks, models, methodologies, tools, guidelines and best
practices, and principles to identify, assess, prioritize, mitigate, or
communicate AI risk and whether any currently meet the minimum
a ributes described above.
We agree that common standards, frameworks, and benchmarks are needed to assess
and compare di erent AI systems. However, this work is not sta ing from scratch.
Several organizations are already working in this space, including the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO),12 the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD),13 MLCommons,14 the Pa nership on AI (PAI),15 and the
O ce of Management and Budget (OMB).16
Many of these organizations’ e o s can be used to address the minimum a ributes
identi ed by NIST. For instance, the OECD provides de nitions of AI terms and
concepts and a iculates AI principles of its own that may assist in providing common
de nitions.17 In addition, ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 develops international standards on AI;18
MLCommons and PAI study and provide sets of best practices for AI technologies;19
and OMB has released its own framework for regulatory and non-regulatory
approaches to AI applications developed and used outside of the federal
government.20
Moreover, and as discussed fu her in response to request 3 above, Google has also
promulgated its own responsible AI practices,21 including a variety of toolkits,22
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frameworks,23 and methodologies24 to help address the goals and desired a ributes
identi ed by NIST in its proposed Framework.
Google suppo s NIST’s intention to make its AI RMF voluntary and recommends that
any standards are formed through a multi-stakeholder process, similar to the AI
standards set by ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 and NIST’s past frameworks on privacy and
cybersecurity. Continuously soliciting input from stakeholders will also ensure that the
framework will have practical applications to AI products.
6. How current regulatory or regulatory repo ing requirements (e.g., local,
state, national, international) relate to the use of AI standards, frameworks,
models, methodologies, tools, guidelines and best practices, and
principles.
AI standards, frameworks, and best practices can be complementary with current
regulatory and repo ing frameworks. They can also facilitate compliance with
regulations, provide fu her clarity around expectations, and enable third-pa y
oversight and comparison of AI systems.
Ce i cation to international standards can also serve as a means to demonstrate
compliance with regulatory requirements, reducing the burden of additional
assessments on regulators and organizations, as outlined in the European
Commission’s dra A i cial Intelligence Act.25
Google welcomes a standardized and more cohesive approach to AI oversight.
Common standards and frameworks can enable the interoperability of AI technologies
and harmonization of AI governance approaches around the world, rather than a
fragmented approach that could slow the pace of AI development and potentially limit
the availability of new products and services to consumers in ce ain jurisdictions.
A self-regulatory or co-regulatory set of international governance norms based on
voluntary standards that could be applied exibly and adaptively would enable policy
safeguards while preserving the space for continued bene cial innovation.
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7. AI risk management standards, frameworks, models, methodologies, tools,
guidelines and best practices, principles, and practices which NIST should
consider to ensure that the AI RMF aligns with and suppo s other e o s.
The alignment of the AI RMF with other AI risk management standards is essential for
ensuring a harmonized, interoperable regime that streamlines compliance for AI actors
and minimizes confusion or contradiction between di erent standards and
frameworks.
Google recommends that NIST consider the AI principles set by OECD, which have
been adopted by OECD member countries, as well as Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica,
Malta, Peru, Romania and Ukraine.26 Google also recommends that NIST ensure that its
AI RMF aligns with standards for AI set by ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42,27 and AI standards
a iculated in ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 on information security, cybersecurity, and privacy
protection.28
8. How organizations take into account bene ts and issues related to
inclusiveness in AI design, development, use and evaluation—and how AI
design and development may be carried out in a way that reduces or
manages the risk of potential negative impact on individuals, groups, and
society.
Addressing fairness and inclusion in AI is an active area of Google’s AI work. From
fostering an inclusive workforce that embodies critical and diverse knowledge29 to
assessing training datasets for potential sources of bias, training models to remove or
correct problematic biases, evaluating machine learning models for disparities in
pe ormance, and continued testing of nal systems for unfair outcomes, inclusivity
must be considered at each stage of the AI lifecycle.
Far from a solved problem, fairness and inclusion in AI presents both an oppo unity
and a challenge. Google is commi ed to making progress in all of these areas, and to
creating tools, datasets, and other resources for the larger community. We are an
active contributor to this eld, including in the provision of developer tools.30 For
example:
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● Facets: interactive visualization tool that lets developers see a holistic picture of
their training data at di erent granularities31
● ML fairness gym: a set of components for building simple simulations that
explore the potential long-run impacts of ML systems32
● What-If Tool (WIT): An interactive tool that allows ML developers to explore how
their models pe orm for di erent groups of users.33
9. The appropriateness of the a ributes NIST has developed for the AI Risk
Management Framework. (See above, “AI RMF Development and
A ributes”)
Google agrees that the a ributes NIST identi es in the RFI are appropriate and
bene cial to the overall development of the AI RMF.
10. E ective ways to structure the Framework to achieve the desired goals,
including, but not limited to, integrating AI risk management processes
with organizational processes for developing products and services for
be er outcomes in terms of trustwo hiness and management of AI risks.
NIST’s cybersecurity and privacy frameworks34 have been well-received by a variety of
stakeholders and are suitable models a er which NIST could structure its AI RMF.
Modeling the AI RMF a er its past two frameworks would also provide NIST with an
oppo unity to a iculate how the three frameworks interact in a cohesive scheme.
11. How the Framework could be developed to advance the recruitment,
hiring, development, and retention of a knowledgeable and skilled
workforce necessary to pe orm AI-related functions within organizations.
There is an emerging consensus that AI will bring about some recon guration of
employment, even if the pace and scale of impact is as yet unknown. Looking
holistically, however, people are central to an AI system’s development and are likely to
remain so. From the beginning stages of problem and goal a iculation, through to data
collection and curation, model and product design, and user research and testing,
people are the engine for the system’s creation.
31
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The development of clear standards, frameworks, and benchmarks can form the
foundation of a core skill set for responsible AI leaders. Establishing a common lexicon,
shared mapping of core concepts and elds, a widely accepted body of responsible
practices, and an understanding of key outstanding challenges can serve as the basis
of an education and training curriculum for future AI leaders.35
12. The extent to which the Framework should include governance issues,
including but not limited to make up of design and development teams,
monitoring and evaluation, and grievance and redress.
Google suppo s the inclusion of governance issues in the RMF. Clear accountability
and oversight, ongoing monitoring and evaluation, and mechanisms to collect
feedback and address challenges are impo ant to e ectively manage risk throughout
the life of a system. In general, AI applications developed and deployed in
environments with strong governance structures in place will pose less risk than if they
were being developed by an organisation without such stringent processes.
Governance over AI should be viewed as a means to hold stakeholders throughout the
AI chain accountable for responsible practices and risk management.
Conclusion
Developing this Framework is impo ant not only because of the direct output of
guidance and associated documentation that NIST is assembling, but also for the
oppo unity to host a collaborative discussion among diverse stakeholders. Google
welcomes the oppo unity to share insight based on our experience, and to learn from
and engage with other pa icipants. We look forward to continuing to work with NIST
and our fellow stakeholders on these impo ant ma ers.
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